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I attended the unity forum in the Chesapeakes Thursday night and felt the need to address concerns I took 

from it: 

First, I would just like to say that Youth for Western Civilization is not the reason for Towson’s overt racism on 

campus.  These issues have existed before YWC and will be there after YWC. 

An important point was missed, and this specific group was used as a scapegoat for the entire Towson 

community’s inability to deal with hate on campus.  You have students on campus that do not see a problem 

with using racial slurs such as the N-word on social networking sites and on people’s dorm room doors.  

There is a bigger problem at hand that goes beyond YWC, and we start to acknowledge that by first holding 

ourselves accountable.  Seek knowledge.  Confront it, which is what Towson seems to have a problem with 

doing. Once again, it never fails. You have an event addressing racial conflict on campus, and the crowd 

does not reflect the population of Towson’s student body. 

That presents a major problem in itself.  Where are the white students?  Are they in denial about this 

institution’s race relations?  The attendance of white people (or lack thereof) proves this campus’s white 

population does not care about how people of color on campus are often disadvantaged right off the bat 

because of their race.  That disadvantage affects their safety on campus, and even their academic 

performance. 

White people have proved their apathy by not showing up in the masses to confront this problem, which is 

largely based on the ignorance, power and privilege of white students attending Towson. Blame it on YWC 

all you like, but if you have a significant part of the population ignoring this issue and denying the privilege 

they play on campus, then of course Towson as an institution will continue to have racist, sexist, 

homophobic, transphobic and religious conflicts on campus.  I’d really like to see this confronted with an 

accurate representation of what Towson really looks like.  That is where it starts. 
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anon dude said:  

How does the author, PHYLICIA SAMPSON, feel about affirmative action(anti-white 

racism)? 

Mike Williams said:  

Yes you nailed it on the head completely. White people are the cause of all of our 

problems. Thank you for generalizing all of us into a single characteristic. 

Jacques Chirac said:  

If white people are the problem, then the only solution is to have the white people leave and 

attend a separate university. 
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Evan said:  

Oh Phylicia, I was wondering how long it was going to take you to write some bullshit letter 

to the editor about white privilege. You’re so predictable. You’re “extreme queer radical” 

beliefs remind me of Adam Jackson, but less sophisticated. I find it extremely difficult to 

take you seriously when you have a hard time keeping a 1.0 gpa. You write like shit, and try 

to convince people-of-color that you’re for their rights. As a queer POC, I find your rants 

inadequate to the “struggle” we face.  

You continually point the finger at white people for “doing you wrong” and can’t face the 

facts that you’re ignorant. As a POC, I don’t need, or want you “speaking on my behalf” for 

what you think the white people are doing. It’s the 21st century dip shit, stop living in the 

past. It is people like you that make white people dislike colored folks like myself. Stop you 

bullshit white privilege nonsense. Drop out of school already, you’re doing nothing that 

helps the queer POC community, you only bring us down. 

Jim G. said:  

If the majority of the crowd had indeed been white, thus reflecting Towson’s population 

(majority white), then I wonder, would this letter have been written lamenting the fact that 

Towson is not more diverse? When dealing with issues like this, there is a very fine line 

one walks between their views and that of their opposition’s, which is really the flip side to 

the same coin. As a white male, I’m not going to deny that “white people” (and more 

specifically, white males) sometimes get breaks, but to insinuate that the lack of white 

people in attendance means that “this campus’s white population does not care about 

how people of color on campus are often disadvantaged” is insulting to me and every other 

“white person” who see past skin color, race, and ethnicity. Making generalizations about 

the white population makes you no better than the YWC calling members of the QSU 

“ferocious gays” or the Muslim Student Organization as a “terrorist front” in their semester 

report. Race is nothing more than a social construct; you should be proud of who you are 

as an individual, not subscribe to some group that you’ve been conditioned to identify with. 

Becca said:  

This is such an important issue to raise and I’m glad you did! The forum, though 

sentimental as it was, seemed to sidestep, however inadvertently, the larger problem at 

Towson. Without anti-racist programming and accessible and frequent education about 

privilege, the YWC became a sort of “common enemy” for the forum and that was not as 

productive as a more reflective, appropriate discussion about privilege would have been. 

Thank you for speaking to that! 

As far as the hostile commentators above, it is clear they were not at the forum and are not 

interested in the communal effort towards egalitarianism in the future, and that is ok. Not 

everyone is on board this movement for the future and that is why we do what we do. Keep 

it up, sister! 

Great article! 

Harriet said:  

This is an important issue, Phylicia. White people need to be present and active in anti-
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racism organizing. It’s telling of the road ahead that the room lacked a proportional 

representation of who attends Towson.  

Additionally, there were quite a few comments at the forum concerning the need for 

students to stand up to each other when they use oppression language. That would be 

great. Yet, this was coupled with a call to back-off the university administration, as the 

racism students face on campus is ‘not their problem.’ I disagree.  

#1 The administration, the institution, is responsible for guiding and fostering a campus 

community/environment. These forums should be a wake-up call that what they are 

fostering is oppressive and hurtful to students, staff and faculty. That any student or group 

of students could have such an a-historical understanding of race, racism and racialized 

phrases/symbols (confederate flag displays, “white pride”)etc signals that this educational 

institution is lacking in some pretty basic education. While we students can make shifts in 

how we interact in this space, administration is ultimately responsible for maintaining the 

space. They need to do that, and a part of doing that is recognizing the needs of students, 

staff and faculty.  

#2 Assuming that this is a problem between students (and only students) misses the 

racist lectures, curriculum, hiring practices, salary assignments and so on that occur at 

Towson (and in US higher education in general). This is a missed opportunity for holding 

faculty and administration accountable, and it is a missed opportunity for solidarity with 

faculty and staff who experience racism on the job here at Towson.  

#3 Lastly, if we want to see long-term change at Towson the administration has to be on 

board. We students will leave. If this call to action is not taken up by and taken seriously by 

the institution it will continue to be a recycled issue. It’s nice to hold forums where students 

can talk about their experiences, propose solutions and the like. Afterward, we often feel 

good, like something has changed. We’ll graduate and leave and they will keep holding 

public forums and private meetings with students that complain. These students too will 

leave and the cycle continues. Nothing really changes. If we want change, the institution 

has to change. That will only happen through vigilant insistence that those with long-term 

decision making power stand up for racial justice. 

Phylicia Sampson said:  

Thanks Becca, and Harriet I completely agree! =) 

hey hariett said:  

If you are unhappy then leave 

Grace Slick said:  

Phylicia – What do you do at Towson University? A GPA of 1.0? Why don’t you get a job as a 

construction worker. Oh, right, your president just screwed this country out of any chance 

for getting any jobs back. 

Boo Hoo…. I’m black and nobody respects me. Waaaa. 

Becca said:  
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Grace, Evan, Mike- the personal attacks are not ok. Disagree if you’d like, but this is a 

professional and academic space and trying to embarrass and degrade people only 

further repels your argument (or lack thereof) away from a position that warrants attention. 

The remark about construction workers is as tasteless as it is classist. Personal attacks 

are appropriate for your diary, the student paper for professional discourse. 

Rose said:  

The personal attacks from the three above just prove how uneducated they are with no 

respect for the opinions of other people. Congrats! All three of you have proved how 

ignorant you can be. So what DIFFERENCE have any of you made on campus thus far? 

More than likely NONE based on the way you write. Oh and Evan? You’re doing a FAB job 

representing the “queer POC community” with your rude,unnecessary comments…way to 

go! Your such an inspiration.  

Phylicia, great job at being active and not being afraid to speak up for what you believe in. 

You got this. 

Evan said:  

Becca, have you read any of Phylicia’s arguments about privilege? If you have, you will find 

her to be contradictory in her arguments. She deems it okay to call a white person out 

because “they don’t recognize their white privilege,” trying to speak on behalf of the entire 

people-of-color community. I’m a person of color and I don’t need her to voice my opinion. 

I’m pretty well capable of doing that myself. Like I said, she’s trying to be the lesbian Adam 

Jackson, but she is failing at doing so. If she were that concerned with the P-O-C 

community, she would actually get the entire communities opinions before she writes a 

less than okay letter to the editor. 

She asks questions, like, “Where are the white students? Are they in denial about this 

institution’s race relations?” By stating this, she is grouping all white students together; 

there is Hillel, and other groups that fall into the “white” students’ category, and yet she is 

demanding that they too acknowledge their white privilege. Really?, no, I mean really? Not 

all white people are the way she perceives them. My point is, when a person like Phylicia 

writes shit like she did above, what makes her think that the white people will want to 

listen? I’m not white, and I can’t stand her demeaning, banal, tactics. 

I’m sure you’re going to argue for her stating, “[T]his is something that can’t be looked over, 

it needs to be ‘in your face.’” I beg to differ. Like I said, I’m a person of color and I don’t 

want, or need her to speak on my behalf. If she wanted to be correct, she would rephrase 

her argument. She fails to realize that all not all people-of-color feel this way. If I were 

making this argument, I would look at my perspective only and not assume that all black 

people feel that white people “don’t acknowledge their privilege.” I have the same rights as 

any white student; I attend the same classes as the white students; I get the same grades 

as the white students. My intelligence allows me to do that. If I get a shitty grade, and the 

white person next to me gets a better grade than I, it’s not because he’s white, it’s because 

he studied harder than I do. 

Yes, let’s blame the entire campus for white privilege…people are idiots, and as a person-

of-color, I’m not going to stand for someone “sticking up” for what very few queer people-of-

color feel. 

She has addressed, in the banal argument, “You have students on campus that do not see 

a problem with using racial slurs such as the N-word on social networking sites and on 

people’s dorm room doors. From my understanding, the administration did all they could 

to try and find out who did this. Has something like this happened since? From my 

understanding, no, it has not. 
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Sean said:  

I agree partially with Phylicia, but think that she’s expecting too much unfortunately. No one 

– especially not the administration – can FORCE white students to come to events, so you 

have to work with what you get. If the university did, what you’d get is 50-100 white sorority 

girls sitting on their cell phones until the minute they’re allowed to leave because they got 

their “credit” for attending – the equivalent of a participation trophy. 

Most white students aren’t “in denial” about the university’s racial issues – they don’t care. 

That’s the hurdle you have to get over. Why should they care, what is their motivation? I’m a 

white guy who’s dealt long and hard with issues of privilege and I feel like I’m only on the 

cusp of understanding anything. Privilege is hard to grapple with because here is where 

the line of understanding goes: “I have privilege. It’s not my fault, but I feel guilty. OK, I’ve 

been told not to feel guilty but rather I need to just be cognizant of it. Now I want to actively 

fight against it! But how? (crickets).” I’ve never been told what I as a white person can do to 

start making up for the fact that I have more privilege than most people of color, just as I as 

a gay man don’t know what to tell straight people. 

The other issue I have here is separating the two issues. The YWC is an active hate group. 

You’re right in saying that these issues are much deeper than the YWC, but I think you 

need to realize that groups like this are poison for intelligent debate and learning so 

perhaps an event that focused so heavily on them wasn’t the right forum for what you’re 

looking for. Would a white person want to come to the event to ask questions about white 

privilege when they may very well be lumped in with the YWC? I know that white people (or 

anyone with privilege) should feel a healthy dose of discomfort when dealing with their 

privilege – it’s only natural – but a room without Matthew Heimbach in it would be ideal. 

Discussions of privilege can be so powerful but also deserve a respectful group, probably 

smaller than that in the Chesapeakes. 

There IS a difference between privilege and prejudice, and if you treat those with privilege 

as also having active prejudice, you’ll never get the white kids to come. You as a woman of 

color don’t “owe” white folk anything in this discussion of privilege but in my experience the 

fewer guns-a-blazing you approach people with, the more receptive they’ll be. I never 

expected confronting my own privilege to be easy but it shouldn’t be made unduly hard. 

The last thing I’ll say is that sometimes you have to leave people behind. I agree 

completely that the university needs to focus on issues of white privilege, and I think they 

need to do so outside of the discussion of YWC. The YWC needs to be a non-issue 

because no one can “fix” people that are so obviously broken. They’ve been brought up not 

only to bask in their privilege, but to actively taunt those without and that’s a bitch of a thing 

to unlearn. However, if the university can base a dialogue on unifying people who actually 

have level heads, then they can overcome the disproportionately loud voices of the 4 

members of YWC. Maybe the good being done can overshadow the pathetic chalkings or 

confederate flag humping of an increasingly irrelevant group to the point where no one 

even responds to them. 

I don’t know what this Unity in the Community group is…is it a student group? Or a lecture 

series? Whatever it is, it needs to start planning these events on a smaller scale and work 

to bring in the white students by showing them that privilege is indeed something they 

should care about; privilege of any type really. And it needs to make clear that YWC is not to 

be mentioned; their actions are hateful and hurtful but you’re right, they’re not the root of the 

problem. Leave YWC in the dust and try to build a better community without them, because 

they’re never going to catch up. 
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John D said:  

Funny, I didn’t know that I was broken. Kind of an insulting statement though. I wonder what 

would have happened if YWC made the claim that all of the people at the meeting the other 

night were “broken.” Apparently that’s what you call people who disagree with you around 

here. 

Look, I refuse to buy into your mandated self-hatred. I don’t think I’m a horrible person just 

because I’m white. If that’s what you call “white privilege,” so be it. Fact is, there is a Black 

Student Union. There is no White Student Union. Seems like it’s not us getting the special 

treatment around here. 

I don’t care that black students want an organization. I’m perfectly fine with the BSU being 

on campus. I don’t care that there is no White Student Union, and I probably wouldn’t join it 

if there was. But I do have a problem when someone tells me that I can’t even express 

pride in my people. Yes folks, Europeans are a people. Just as Blacks come from various 

countries and societies in Africa, so do Whites come from various countries and societies 

in Europe. But there’s still a Black Student Union. And they’re proud to be black, as they 

should be. Some people are proud to be Hispanic, or proud to be Asian. There’s nothing 

wrong with being proud of your race, your people. But when we say it as whites, you 

immediately draw the conclusion that we want to hurt you? 

Where do all of you folks get off thinking that we want to hurt you?First it was the LGBT 

students, now it’s the black students. We’ve said nothing even remotely threatening (which 

is better than you all can say). We’ve harmed noone. But Straight Pride and White Pride are 

scary?? 

Tell you what, I’m afraid of Gay Pride, therefore I don’t want you to say it anymore…Does 

anyone care?? No, because it’s ridiculous to think that someone having pride in who they 

are is threatening. So I don’t really understand what people are so upset about.  

The only conclusion that I can draw is that the left seeks to keep us in the aforementioned 

state of self-hatred called “White Privilege.” Myself, I generally refer to it as “White Guilt.”  

I’ll end with an interesting quote from U2 (hippies like that band, right?) which comes from 

a song they wrote about Martin Luther King, Jr.  

“Early morning, April 4 

Shot rings out in the Memphis sky 

Free at last, they took your life 

They could not take your PRIDE.” 

Damn right they couldn’t. 

Sean said:  

^ More evidence that the discussions need to move on without you, because you just don’t 

get it and try to thread reverse arguments that we can see right through into your overall 

“rationale”. 

John D said:  

I’m glad we have reached the point where you will admit that you ignore everything we have 

to say in favor of blind hatred. Gotta hurt to realise we aren’t the hateful ones anymore. 

Interestingly, the BSU has rejected your path and made overtures to YWC already. So we’ll 

be with the rational people if you need us. 
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Rosie said:  

To say that people of color at towson are automatically at a disadvantage is absolutely 

ridiculous. I’m tired of hearing people of color complain about how everyone is out to get 

them and that they are not given the same opportunities as their white peers. And to 

address using racial slurs, if you are going to say it’s unacceptable for whites to use the N 

word than it should be unacceptable for people of color to use the N word as well. Let’s not 

be hypocritical here, I hear more people of color use the N word than white people on 

campus, if it’s so hurtful than stop saying it. Also, saying that the white people on campus 

are ignorant because they do not back up the color people on campus and their 

“disadvantages” is generalizing and stereotyping which can also be considered racism. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-White said:  

No one says Indians, Chinese, Japanese, Africans, etc, should fight the “privilege” of their 

own race in government and private sectors in their own countries.  

“Anti-racists” only combat this kind of “privilege” in White nations.  

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-White. 

Roach said:  

I was going to say something constructive, but the conversation went from moronic to just 

plain silly.  

As long as YWC keeps calling themselves “the victim”, I will keep laughing. Furthermore, if 

a “why isn’t there a White Student Union” argument comes up, check yourself: Towson IS a 

White Student Union. 

Boss said:  

If it wasn’t for White people, blacks wouldn’t even know about college or have colleges to 

go to! 

So you should be thanking White people. 

John D said:  

Well you may have noticed that I said I don’t want a white student union. But no, Towson is 

a University with students of many backgrounds and ethnicities. Its a union of students in 

general, not just white ones. And if the University is so pro-white and anti-black, why are we 

having this conversation? 

Look, we don’t want any special treatment. Just equal treatment. But you guys seem very 

opposed to it. Do you realise that you manufactured this controversy? If you all just let us do 

our thing, you probably wouldn’t have such a “problem” to deal with. But hey, thanks for the 

publicity folks. Rest assured that this is officially beyond you. 
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Roach said:  

Boss, 

Black people knew about college, they were simply denied because of their skin color. As a 

college student, you should know this. Also, you should stop using sentence fragments. If 

you’re commenting on this to be funny or original, your stuff is weak and totally not “boss”. 

Ken said:  

All this pride and prejudice needs to cool down. We’ll get no where as a society if we keep 

labeling groups and disparaging progress. Black people and white people just need to 

shut up and turn their backs on labels. You’re doing more damage to your own cause by 

insulting people with words like white privilege and white pride. These words arise 

sensitivities which divide us. The best thing to do is to ignore it, acknowledge that those 

people who spread those words are ignorant and moronic and move on. 

Roach said:  

The conversation is happening because racism exists on campus, whether you see it or 

not. With white privilege, you have the luxury of not having to see it unless you take time to 

talk to people who have experienced hate towards them.  

You know the arguments, you just refuse to acknowledge that they’re real. You are really 

about publicity, this “problem” has been around long before you guys got here.  

We want equal treatment as well, such not having to see degrading shit constantly chalked 

on campus, for starters. 

Matt H said:  

Roach let me say this as clearly as possible “White Guilt Is Over” 

John D said:  

I think you missed my point about this conversation…might want to read it again. 

What is degrading about the words “white pride”? 

Roach said:  

Ken, 

White privilege has gotten bad rap recently as a dirty word, as well as general privilege. All 

I’m asking is for people to check theirs.  

No guilting here, Matt. Acknowledging ones’ privilege does not mean to guilt them. 
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Roach said:  

John, 

There’s been tons of talks and arguments about that statement. I’m not going to repeat 

them, for posting sake. 

STFU said:  

Black pride = Great 

Asian pride = Great 

Hispanic pride = Great 

Jewish pride = Great 

Gay pride = Great 

White pride = RACISM!!! AHHHH 

black student unions = great 

hispanic student unions = great 

asian student unions = great 

jewish student unions = great 

White student unions = RACIST!!! AHHH 

congressional black caucus = fine 

congressional hispanic caucus – fine 

jewish congress union = fine 

congressional white caucus = HATE!!! AHHH!! 

the only people who are discriminated against in the US are White people. we have 

government enforced discrimination in the form of affirmative action, government contract 

set asides for only minority owned companies, racial quotas in every walk of life from 

university acceptance, military promotions, corporate hiring and promotions etc etc. 

STFU with you poor poor me victim/race card already. the more you people use it the more 

it makes White people despise you and your entitlement mentality. Evil White devils 

keeping us all down! 

Gundisalvus said:  

How much painted cotton paper cut into small rectangles would it take for Black men to 

stop raping 100 White women a day inside the United States? 

How much painted cotton paper cut into small rectangles would it take to make White 

Privilege disappear? 

How many illegal alien invaders need to be allowed to vote in our elections? 

For anybody who wants to know the truth about who we [White People] are dealing with, go 

to Google Films and watch a movie called “Africa Addio”. Make sure you watch the original 

Italian-language version. 
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Roach said:  

STFU, 

“the only people who are discriminated against in the US are White people” 

Wake up and go outside. 

Donn said:  

What do slavery and civil rights laws have in common?  

They’re both based on violating the rights of freedom of association that’s what.  

Both slavery and anti-discrimination laws are based giving legally superior persons the 

power to force unwilling but legally subordinate persons into an involuntary relationships, 

slavery and/or a contractual relationship in violation of the right of freedom of association 

and contracts.  

Under civil rights laws non-whites can force white people into a contract against the free 

will of white people. Only white people are subordinated this way. Civil rights laws are the 

new slavery. Non-whites can “discriminate” at their will against white people.  

We need a new constitutional amendment: THE RIGHT OF FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION 

IS ABSOLUTE AND SHALL NOT BE REGULATED OR INFRINGED.  

Bring back 1st class citizenship for white people! 

STFU said:  

Roach Face – The STFU was for people just like you! And the moron who penned this 

attack on White people. 

You cant dispute what I said about government mandated discrimination against White 

people so in typical douche fashion you deflect with a moronic insult. I cant wait for the day 

when all White people have had enough of this guilt tripping race/victim card entitlement 

mentality you oh so discriminated against minorities love to throw around. STFU! Or GTFO 

if you don’t like it here.  

So sick and tired of you people. You are going to bring down a wrath that you never felt 

before if you keep pushing and pushing this horse shit. 

Roach said:  

It wasn’t an insult: it was a request. Go outside, talk to people (and listen) and realize that 

minorities aren’t “playing” a card as everyone likes to say. The discrimination and hate is 

very real. While I don’t agree with the person who wrote the article, I do believe that people 

need to be cognizant.  

“You are going to bring down a wrath that you never felt before if you keep pushing and 

pushing this horse shit.” 

Is that a threat? 



12 March 2012 at 10:44 pm  

12 March 2012 at 10:46 pm  

12 March 2012 at 10:49 pm  

12 March 2012 at 10:51 pm  

12 March 2012 at 10:55 pm  

STFU said:  

Donn – White people are also not protected under “hate crime” legislation according to eric 

“my people” holder. While in the US 90% of the over one million violent interracial crimes 

are black on white. Everyday hundreds and hundreds of white women are raped/gang 

raped by black men. To the tune of 40,000 a year while the amount of white on black rape 

is statistically insignificant. But I am sure everyone remembers the Duke lacrosse team 

where those EVIL WHITE DEVILS “raped” some crackhead stripper who turns out made 

the entire story up. That was headline news for months and months on end. Yet all the 

black on white rape is hush hush and swept under the rug. Just like the tens of thousands 

of murders and assaults by minorities on whites that occur every year. Yet any white on 

minority crime is publicized like it was the end of the world. 

The cultural marxists freaks have taken control of our country/government and media. And 

are using it to bash white people into submission and turn our country over to the new 

majority minorities. 

STFU said:  

Roach – You can take it however you want. But the more you people push this crap the 

more resentment it creates. So when white people have had enough of it and put a stop to 

it then whatever the consequences are will be your own fault. 

Roach said:  

Way to generalize all white people together. I myself, am white. I am well-aware of the 

privileges I have, and educate others about theirs. I do not see how “pushing this crap” on 

other people causes resentment. If one feels resentment about it, then perhaps the 

individual should step out of their cultural bubble. 

STFU said:  

Everyone should watch “A Conversation About Race”. That will show you how all these 

victims of “racism” cant give a single damn example of racism. Even though they claim they 

have been victims of it. Just like whenever I ask for a real life example when they complain 

about it 99% of the time they cant give one. 

Having lived in majority black city for (unfortunately) to long. I can safely say black people 

are the most racist people in the US. Followed by hispanics. Just take a look at how those 

two groups get along with each other. And yet all we ever hear about is White racism and 

white privilege. It is like a bad comedy act. 

Roach said:  

There’s more to racism than the moment it happens. Systematic oppression, aka being 

fucked over lifelong. 

Want an example of racism on a broader scale? Just look at our prison system. 



12 March 2012 at 10:55 pm  

12 March 2012 at 10:56 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:00 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:06 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:06 pm  

STFU said:  

Lol and what privileges do you have? Do you have government enforced privilege like 

minorities? I didnt think so… 

Seems like the guilt trip and cultural marxist horse dung took a nice hold in you roach. 

Keep loathing yourself. Must have listened to way to much time wise or something lol. 

STFU said:  

You mean blacks commit more crimes than whites?? So thats why they make up over 5x 

their population in prison? Wow you dont say!!! What racism!! LOL 

Roach said:  

STFU, 

I have many privileges. I am white, I am in COLLEGE, I come from a decent socioeconomic 

backround, and I was raised Christian. Government enforced privilege does not exist, 

much to your belief.  

You obviously do not know anything about sociology or criminal justice. I will not bother 

explaining this to you then. 

STFU said:  

Great you are in college. So are many minorities. Are they now minority privileged?? And 

yes there is plenty of government enforced privilege for minorities. Which I already listed. If 

they dont exist prove it! But you wont be able to so I wont hold my breath. Because they are 

very real and very discriminatory against the majority population.  

You come from a decent socioeconomic background because your parents worked and 

are responsible. That is not racism! Where do you come up with this shit? Oh I know. You 

listen to your moronic cultural marxist sociology professors who spew the same b/s mine 

do. Not everyone eats up their b/s as if it were true. But apparently some do. (you) 

Simpson, Homer said:  

My my! Towson University sounds like a horrible evil place! 

The “Unity Forum” was not a place to discuss issues. White people didn’t attend because 

the discussion becomes an anti-White diatribe where everyone else gets to air their 

grievances. 

Do students realize that Whites also have issues on campus that concern them? 

The Unity Forum was nothing but an assault against Whitey and YWC. If you won’t accept 

our culture why should anyone accept yours? 



12 March 2012 at 11:07 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:07 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:08 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:09 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:10 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:14 pm  

Gundisalvus said:  

The most important part of articles like this — articles that attack White people for being 

White and the implicit acknowledgement that Whiteness must not be allowed to exist — is 

that it allows us, as Brothers, to get on the same page. 

From Brazil to Bulgaria, we need to be on the same page. 

george orwell said:  

white privilege? isnt it everyone but whites get “special consideration” when applying? you 

communist country wreckers have been going way too far for the past 50 years……please, 

keep digging your hole…..anti -racist IS a codeword for anti-white! 

Ken said:  

Much of the reasons the Black population remains impoverished is not due to any 

prejudice, its just that alot of their population happens to live in post-industrial cities. When 

white flight occurred, these cities were left with strict laws and regulations left over from the 

union dominated era, but without any of the tax share needed to effectively run government 

services.  

White isn’t so much a privilege as is the place you live. Take a white guy and put him in the 

middle of detroit and a black guy and put him in the suburbs and tell both of them to start a 

business. Who will be more successful? 

Rosenstein said:  

Listen, for some reason everyone things White culture is a privileged culture. 

Why don’t those folks who don’t like White/European culture simply create their own and let 

us live in peace? 

Screw you! 

Roach said:  

STFU, 

I was referring to myself, not other people. Also, conversing with you impossible. I’ll just go 

back to my Marxist professors. 

Gundisalvus said:  

Do Turkomen living in Anatolia benefit from Turkomen privilege and reap those benefits at 

the post-colonial expense of Greek and Balkan peoples? 



12 March 2012 at 11:23 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:26 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:37 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:42 pm  

STFU said:  

You are right. You will not convince me of lies and b/s. Not all of us are useful idiots for 

leftists/cultural marxist nation destroyers. Where everything is the evil white devils fault. 

Blacks commit crimes because of YOU evil whitey. Their continent of Africa is a crap hole 

(always was and will be) because of YOU evil whitey. In the US 75% of black children are 

illegitimate because of YOU evil whitey etc etc etc.  

You can go back to them and continue to let them fill your head with lies. But I would prefer 

you would come back to the real world and realize you are not at fault for all the minorities 

failures. It is their own doing. You dont make them become drug addicts and have six 

babies with six baby daddies who five are in prison. You dont make the live on welfare and 

section eight for generations. You dont make them rob, rape, murder, drug deal, carjack, 

burglarize etc etc.  

YOU ARE NOT AT FAULT AND NEITHER ARE OTHER WHITE PEOPLE! 

Gundisalvus said:  

Ken – 

The problem with your comment is that it’s simply not true. I mean, just look at Detroit, 

which was the city you used as an example. 

In 1960, Detroit was 76 percent White. It was often referred to as the “Paris of the Midwest”. 

Blacks did not live in the city [and had absolutely nothing to do with building it] until the 30s 

and 40s, when they began to migrate there to take the jobs in already built factories run by 

already established companies held by our Brothers who were off fighting on the wrong 

side in World War II. 

In 1967 Black people in Detroit participated in the worst racial riot [or, as former Detroit 

mayor and Black person Coleman Young called it "an insurrection against White colonial 

rule"] in American history and all the White people left. 

These same White people rebuilt the city they fled [from violent Black people] in their image 

in the surrounding suburbs. The once magnificent marvel that was Detroit was left 

completely and utterly to Black Rule in the first major test of Actual Black Run America. It 

has been as a colossal failure and there’s nobody to blame. Well, some have tried saying 

that the problem is “liberalism”, but Portland is really liberal. And so is Vienna. And Prague. 

Roach said:  

Real world? I’ve been here the whole time. Also, I’m not at fault for what happens to other 

people. There are many other logical explanations.  

You want lies and b/s? The McRib. 

Mike Williams said:  

Don’t you dare bring the McRib into this. 



12 March 2012 at 11:45 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:46 pm  

12 March 2012 at 11:50 pm  

Gundisalvus said:  

Did you guys read about that young, White man who was doused with gasoline and set on 

fire by two Black people in a high school bathroom? 

They told him “That’s what you get, White boy.” 

Gundisalvus said:  

Does anyone think that college would be cheaper to attend if every slack jawed monkey 

with a pulse wasn’t given thousands of dollars in guaranteed loans to send the price floor 

skyward? 

Mike O said:  

I have been a Towson student since spring 2009. I am not saying their is not racism on 

Towson’s campus, but from what I noticed everyone has been pretty respectable. When I 

walked on campus that morning and saw “white pride” and “white genocide” I felt like I 

entered a different and dangerous environment. For a multicultural and diverse campus 

like Towson, that type of language was unneccessary. Every ethnic group on campus 

celebrates their heritage in someway. Their is the black student union, the latino student 

association, and the association for asian and pacific islander students. There are various 

clubs and organizations on campus that each have their unique cultural identity. St. 

Patrick’s Day is this month and many students are celebrating there irish heritage. Why did 

the Youth for Western civilization feel they had to present their viewpoints in such a hateful 

way? Writing things like “white pride” and “white genocide” automatically shows biased 

and prejudice towards other groups, even if YWC claims that it doesn’t. I would say the 

same thing if I saw “black pride” or “muslim pride” written on campus. Towson is a diverse, 

beautiful campus known for its respectfulness and civility, let’s keep it that way. 

Gundisalvus said:  

They had to write it that way because any other way would be to lie. 

There is a systematic genocide in place in the world designed to eradicate White people 

[and only White people] through assimilation. 

See.. the thing is.. 

Everybody says there is this RACE problem. Everybody says this RACE problem will be 

solved when the third world pours into EVERY white country and ONLY into white countries. 

The Netherlands and Belgium are just as crowded as Japan or Taiwan, but nobody says 

Japan or Taiwan will solve this RACE problem by bringing in millions of third worlders and 

quote assimilating unquote with them. 

Everybody says the final solution to this RACE problem is for EVERY white country and 

ONLY white countries to “assimilate,” i.e., intermarry, with all those non-whites. 

What if I said there was this RACE problem and this RACE problem would be solved only if 

hundreds of millions of non-blacks were brought into EVERY black country and ONLY into 

black countries? 

How long would it take anyone to realize I’m not talking about a RACE problem. I am talking 



12 March 2012 at 11:55 pm  

13 March 2012 at 12:20 am  

13 March 2012 at 12:36 am  

13 March 2012 at 12:41 am  

about the final solution to the BLACK problem? 

And how long would it take any sane black man to notice this and what kind of psycho 

black man wouldn’t object to this? 

But if I tell that obvious truth about the ongoing program of genocide against my race, the 

white race, Liberals and respectable conservatives agree that I am a 

naziwhowantstokillsixmillionjews. 

They say they are anti-racist. What they are is anti-white. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

Brother said:  

If it weren’t for white people, blacks would have no concept of college. They would still be 

living in Africa doing things that Africans do. So why don’t you be grateful for once? Go to a 

black college if you hate white people. Don’t come to our neighborhood then complain 

about it. That is just anti-white activism. 

Tibbar Etihw said:  

Everybody says there is this RACE problem. Everybody says this RACE problem will be 

solved when the third world pours into EVERY white country and ONLY into white countries. 

The Netherlands and Belgium are just as crowded as Japan or Taiwan, but nobody says 

Japan or Taiwan will solve this RACE problem by bringing in millions of third worlders and 

quote assimilating unquote with them. 

Everybody says the final solution to this RACE problem is for EVERY white country and 

ONLY white countries to “assimilate,” i.e., intermarry, with all those non-whites. 

What if I said there was this RACE problem and this RACE problem would be solved only if 

hundreds of millions of non-blacks were brought into EVERY black country and ONLY into 

black countries? 

How long would it take anyone to realize I’m not talking about a RACE problem. I am talking 

about the final solution to the BLACK problem? 

And how long would it take any sane black man to notice this and what kind of psycho 

black man wouldn’t object to this? 

But if I tell that obvious truth about the ongoing program of genocide against my race, the 

white race, Liberals and respectable conservatives agree that I am a 

naziwhowantstokillsixmillionjews. 

They say they are anti-racist. What they are is anti-white. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

Roach said:  

Copying and pasting the same argument under different guises, really clever. 



13 March 2012 at 12:47 am  

13 March 2012 at 12:55 am  

13 March 2012 at 12:56 am  

13 March 2012 at 1:07 am  

Mike O said:  

In response to your letter Phylicia, what you’re stating about white privilege does not make 

sense. Name one service or opportunity on campus, that you were denied as a result of 

your skin color. None. Thank you. I’m not saying the concept of white privilege doesn’t still 

exist in society. But, the way you addressed it in this letter is not applicable to the Towson 

Campus. I’m a tall, African American male and I can get the same benefits as any white 

student on campus. What specific examples of white privilege were you referring to? Not to 

mention, in the politically correct era of equal opportunity, any sign of discrimination or 

limitations for students of color would shine a negative light on Towson’s administration 

and put the University in hot water with the federal government. For example, Towson has 

been working hard over the last decade to raise the graduation rates of minority students 

(specifically, black and latino students) across the board because they know that means 

more federal grant money. Do you really feel that white students get better opportunities on 

campus than other ethnic groups because of their race? It sounds like you were writing 

this letter out of anger instead of logic. Calm down, rethink your argument, and write a 

reasonable letter that students of color and white students can relate to. 

UkrainianHussar said:  

In Mexico, Mexicans control all of their own government and private institutions, so that is 

Mexican Privilege. 

In Africa, Blacks control everything, so that is Black Privilege. 

In Asia, Asians control everything from top to bottom and that means they have Asian 

Privilege. 

Of course the only “Privilege” these anti-Whites combat, is that of White people in their own 

countries. 

Anti-Racist is a codeword for Anti-White. 

UkrainianHussar said:  

MultiCULTuralism today looks like this… 

African countries for Africans 

Asian countries for Asians 

Israel for Jews or you’re an anti-semite! 

White countries for everyone or you’re a naziwhowantstokillsixmillionjews. 

White people protesting this genocidal hypocrisy are called “racist” 

Anti-racist is a CODE WORD for anti-White 

James Miller said:  

I’m so tired of minorities always whining about “racism.” Why don’t they get some dignity. 

They are pathetic. 

Gundisalvus said:  

http://immigration-globalization.blogspot.com/


13 March 2012 at 1:08 am  

13 March 2012 at 1:20 am  

13 March 2012 at 1:37 am  

13 March 2012 at 2:09 am  

Honestly.. the hell with it. I’ll say it. 

I don’t give a damn about the Constitution. I don’t give a damn about the Bill of Rights. I 

don’t give a damn about the United Nations Charter. I don’t give a damn about the 

Communist Manifesto. 

I want a Fourth Reich and I want it now. 

Gundisalvus said:  

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=376_1331591213 

Has anyone come across this story? 

A precious and beautiful 12 year old White girl has her jaw destroyed and her teeth 

knocked out because she doesn’t want to be the girlfriend of the multiple feral Black 

savages [who are masquerading as Human children, commonly referred to as 'yoofs' in 

the US Jewish-Zionist controlled press] who even at age 12 are attempting to “muh dick” 

our treasured females. 

These feral Blanimals were “refugees” from Kenya and Ethiopia and the best place for 

them was Manchester, VT. Because the 12 year old White girl did not surrender herself to 

them, she was brutally targeted for assault. 

Your White Privilege is over America. Don’t you know your 12 year old daughters have no 

right to say no? Give it up, Whitey. Give up that 12 year old vajayjay [that's Oprah for "vagina", 

right?]. 

Interesting said:  

Why is it that everyone who is anti pro-white happens to be of african american descent? 

david said:  

Why would people go anywhere they were unwanted and hated? 

Average white people, men particularly, know that they will be looked at as wrongdoers by 

those who have something like a unity festival. Sure there may be a few white people there, 

but everyone knows these events are really for everyone BUT white people.  

People don’t like to go where they are villified and hated. That is why few white people 

attend unity/multicultural indoctrination events. 

Sean said:  

“John D said: 

I’m glad we have reached the point where you will admit that you ignore everything we have 

to say in favor of blind hatred. Gotta hurt to realise we aren’t the hateful ones anymore. 

Interestingly, the BSU has rejected your path and made overtures to YWC already. So we’ll 

be with the rational people if you need us.” 

Good for you! Have they seen the 140+ comments from your friends on this story and the 

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=376_1331591213


13 March 2012 at 2:53 am  

13 March 2012 at 3:05 am  

other? Probably not, seeing as how they all happened tonight after your “heroism” was 

touted on sites that support white power. 

http://mindweaponsinragnarok.wordpress.com/2012/03/10/youth-for-western-civilization-

kids-stand-up-to-pc-bullying/#comments 

Or YOUR story on the YWC website that mysteriously took down the picture that called for 

Nelson Mandela’s HANGING? You know, the one where you tried to remove the picture but 

people who are onto you and your group keep track. 

http://imagine2050.newcomm.org/2012/01/11/ywc-leader-heimbach-endorses-edl-

aparthied-hanging-of-mandela/ 

Or the speech by Allen Truitt about white farmers being killed in S Africa that was posted to 

Youtube that refers to Mr. Mandela as a “Communist racist killer” and black South Africans 

as “savages” numerous times over? (Not to mention calling South Africa a continent more 

than once.) You know, the one that was posted about a week ago…at the exact moment 

the Boer Genocide movement reached the pavement around campus and the cover of your 

FB page? 

http://youtu.be/nXzrjARPO_E 

The dots are lining up rather conspicuously, and I think many others would agree. 

Alum2011 said:  

People should be judged on their character and credentials, not their race. I can’t imagine 

how disappointed MLK would be in the current situation. People fought long before most 

college students were born for equality and now because as a white person I dont feel 

guilty I’m a racist? Because I believe people should be judged not by the color of their 

skins I’m a racist? 

I came to Towson from a mixed race area and didn’t consider race in making friends etc. I 

saw people for who they were, but after four years at Towson being called a racist, seeing 

the self imposed segregation by specifically BSU and others I began to become at the very 

least somewhat racist. Thankfully im in the real world now and arent forced to listen to a 

small group of black people tell me I’m a racist… 

Unfortunately because of my time at Towson I changed, although most people won’t admit 

this: because of the way certain minorities treated me and other whites on campus I will be 

less likely to hire a black person if ever in that position afraid that they will label me a racist 

for anything I do they dont agree with. The actions of a vocal minority of black college 

students are screwing an entire generation. I hope this is what you wanted. 

Claire M. said:  

Racial Equality: A Brief Primer 

1. 1918 the Communist Marxist USSR Racial Equality Constitution: 

Constitution (Fundamental Law) of the RSFSR 

Adopted by the Fifth All-Russia Congress of Soviets 

10 July 1918 

Part Two: General Provisions of the Constitution of the RSFSR 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Article 22. The Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic, recognizing the equality of 

http://mindweaponsinragnarok.wordpress.com/2012/03/10/youth-for-western-civilization-kids-stand-up-to-pc-bullying/#comments
http://mindweaponsinragnarok.wordpress.com/2012/03/10/youth-for-western-civilization-kids-stand-up-to-pc-bullying/#comments
http://imagine2050.newcomm.org/2012/01/11/ywc-leader-heimbach-endorses-edl-aparthied-hanging-of-mandela/
http://imagine2050.newcomm.org/2012/01/11/ywc-leader-heimbach-endorses-edl-aparthied-hanging-of-mandela/
http://youtu.be/nXzrjARPO_E


13 March 2012 at 7:43 am  

13 March 2012 at 9:03 am  

rights of all citizens, irrespective of their race or nationality, declares the establishment or 

toleration on this basis of any privileges or advantages, or any oppression of national 

minorities or restriction of their equality, to be contraventions of the fundamental laws of the 

Republic.” 

http://www.departments.bucknell.edu/russian/const/18cons01.html 

2. Where that “Racial Equality” Constitution led: To World’s worst genocide ever known. 

That USSR and its “anti-race discrimination” Consitution, which was the world’s first, went 

on to genocide approximately 60 million people. Rummel cites a large sample of 

demographers and averages their figures to 62 million deaths as a result of the USSR 

“race equality” Constitution. 

“Lethal Politics: Soviet Genocide and Mass Murder Since 1917″ 

R. J. Rummel 

ISBN-10: 1560008873 

http://www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/NOTE4.HTM 

http://www.amazon.com/Lethal-Politics-Soviet-Genocide-Murder/dp/1560008873 

Solzhenitsyn cites Leningrad professor and Soviet statistician A.I. Kurganov: 

“According to the estimates of the emigre Professor of statistics Kurganov, this cost us 

from the October Revolution up to 1959, a total of…sixty-six million —66,000.000–lives.” 

p.10 

“Gulag archipelago III” 

A. Solzhenitsyn 

Chapter I 

Fingers of the Archipelago 

Random House Value Publishing (December 2, 1980) 

ISBN-10: 0517337908 

http://www.amazon.com/Gulag-Archipelago-Rh-Value-Publishing/dp/0517337908 

These are the facts of history, the agenda of Racial Equality led to the greatest genocide 

known to mankind. 

That really must upset all you anti-White haters! 

Just how to you get rid of the facts of history? 

Hadrian said:  

Ah, I see, more of the usual anti-White lies and propaganda. This is getting serious… 

“transphobia?”… what the freaking hell.  

The anti-Whites must be running scared, their propaganda is becoming more and more 

retarded with each passing moment. 

Oxford said:  

Phylicia Sampson you use the word “racism”. 

It is a word created by a mass murdering Jew named Leon Trotsky. First published use of 

the word was in 1930 in Trotsky’s “History of the Russian Revolution”.  

Yes, the first published use of the word “racism” was in 1930, by the genocidal killer 

Trotsky. So you become Trotsky. 

http://www.departments.bucknell.edu/russian/const/18cons01.html
http://www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/NOTE4.HTM
http://www.amazon.com/Lethal-Politics-Soviet-Genocide-Murder/dp/1560008873
http://www.amazon.com/Gulag-Archipelago-Rh-Value-Publishing/dp/0517337908


13 March 2012 at 9:07 am  

13 March 2012 at 9:33 am  

13 March 2012 at 9:52 am  

When you use a word a terrorist invented, you become that terrorist. 

Try to use the words Chaucer gave you for the English language, and become a more 

humane person. Do you want to use the word of a mass killer? Is that who you identity with 

Ms. Sampson? 

GeorgeAppleby said:  

The anti-white cult imposed mass immigration and >assimilation< on ALL white countries 

and ONLY on white countries,and they boast about the resultant "browning out" of white 

countries. 

The international geNOcide law forbids such a targeting of a group for elimination by any 

means because it is geNOcide. 

Where is the open discussion about this in the public discourse in all of these supposedly 

"free countries"? 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

Oxford said:  

Ms. Sampson, why has a White race California woman filed a genocide complaint with the 

UN? 

Terry Graham has filed a complaint about White Genocide that is ongoing against White 

Race people in the USA. 

Graham’s complaint cites the UN Genocide Convention of 1948, international 

and human rights laws, US Public Law 95-435 and the US Constitution, Article 

I, Section 8, which gives the US Congress the power to “define and punish…offences 

against the Law of Nations.” 

The UN Genocide Convention defines genocide” as “deliberately inflicting upon [a group] 

conditions of life calculated to bring about the physical destruction in whole or in part.” 

Article II further defines genocide as “causing serious bodily or mental harm to members 

of the group” and “imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group”, which 

can include job losses and taxation policies that cause stress and lower birthrates. Under 

the Convention, which Congress adopted under US Public Law 95-435, “group” is defined 

by nation, race, ethnicity, or religion. 

Spelling Police said:  

@John D 

*It’s a union of students 

@Ken 

*We’ll get NOWHERE 

@minoritys destroy 

*minoritIES destroy 

@STFU 

*with youR poor 

*cultural MARXIST freaks 



13 March 2012 at 10:36 am  

13 March 2012 at 10:50 am  

13 March 2012 at 10:59 am  

*evil white devil’s fault 

@White is Right! 

*universitIES 

@Ken 

*IT’S just that A LOT 

@Rosenstein 

*for some reason everyone thinKs 

@Mike O 

*TheRE is the black student union 

*many students are celebrating thEIR Irish heritage 

*shows bias and prejudice 

@Alum2011 

*Thankfully I’M in the real world now 

@Claire M 

*Just how DO you get rid 

Seems like there is also an epidemic of bad spelling…I’m not going to bother with 

sentence structure or most punctuation. 

GeorgeAppleby said:  

Questions for anti-whites: 

Why do you only push mass immigration and “assimilation” aka genocide on white 

countries? 

Why do you pretend that forcing this intentional demographic elimination on white children 

globally is not genocide under international law? 

You are busted anti-whites. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

Oxford said:  

I wouldn’t construe typos with spelling. In addition, auto-complete software will often 

substitute correctly spelled, but incorrect words when the typing is rapid. It is more an 

editing and software error than origination error, or thought process error. 

Auto-complete software is probably responsible for more journalism errors today in print 

publications than any other source. 

The level of typos and wrong words in BBC and CNN online publications today is 

appalling. While auto spell-check has solved some issues, auto-complete has introduced 

others, such as correctly spelled words without grammatical context. 

John D said:  

Um, i don’t know where all of you came from but please go away. We don’t believe the 

same things as you. And you’re making us look bad.  



13 March 2012 at 11:31 am  

13 March 2012 at 11:51 am  

13 March 2012 at 12:42 pm  

13 March 2012 at 2:09 pm  

13 March 2012 at 2:27 pm  

Writing this on a touchscreen keyboard officer, sorry about spelling. 

Gundisalvus said:  

You got 12 year old White girls beaten senseless for refusing to be gang raped in New 

England and John D is worried about looking bad. 

Matt H said:  

Hold on y’all. I am perfectly ok with everyone pointing out the blatant hypocrisy of anti white 

activists and standing up for white pride. The issue is when calls are being put out for a 4th 

Reich and stuff like that. We don’t want violence or to tear down other groups. We want to 

build up our own people. What I feel is far more likely is anti white groups posing as plants 

to discredit our legitimate claims especially about the genocide in South Africa. As Peter 

Brimelow famously said “The modern definition of ‘racist’ is someone who is winning an 

argument with a liberal.” The Left will naturally call anything we do “racist” or “bigoted” 

because we want to promote and preserve our culture and people, lets not make their job 

even easier by spouting off knee jerk reactions. Calm, collected, and reasonable 

responses are what will change hearts and minds. 

Gundisalvus said:  

What’s so bad about a Fourth Reich? Reich just means “realm”. The first one was the Holy 

Roman Empire under Charlemagne, which was great. The second was under Kaiser 

Wilhelm, and that one definitely had it’s positives, but was ultimately undone by Jew 

treachery. 

Which obviously eventually led to the freest, most prosperous, most enjoyable period of 

German life ever. Of course, for rejecting the central banking cartels and beginning to 

establish a direct barter system for raw materials, The Greater German Reich was 

attacked by the combined forces of Western Democratic Judeo-Capitalism and Judeo-

Bolshevism [who we, the dumb Goyim, are told are mortal enemies to this day]. 

George said:  

“The Netherlands and Belgium are just as crowded as Japan or Taiwan, but nobody says 

Japan or Taiwan will solve this RACE problem by bringing in millions of third worlders and 

quote assimilating unquote with them.” 

Japan and Taiwan did not colonize countries for centuries while Netherlands and Belgium 

did. Your argument seems to suggest that an innocent on the street should face the same 

death penalty that a murdrer does…and more and more you sound like the death row 

inmates who complains about the penalty without mentioning his action that brought about 

the predicament. The penalty for the crime of colonization is the death penalty…death of the 

majority status. When Taiwan colonizes another country, as the Dutch, Belgians and Brits 

did, it should face the same penalty. 



13 March 2012 at 2:33 pm  

13 March 2012 at 4:55 pm  

Gundisalvus said:  

The Taiwanese are simply Han Chinese. Taiwan itself is a colony. Let’s go ask the 

Mongolians what they think today of all the (Han) Chinese entering their country today in 

2012? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdV-wJyE3xE 

As for Japan, you didn’t really say that right? You just got it mixed up. It’s cool. It happens. 

PaulGranger said:  

For those just joining us,we are discussing the global white genocide agenda becasue 

it is a subject banned from the public discourse by the anti-white cult. 

They force mass immigration and “assimilation” on ALL white countries and ONLY white 

countries and they use censorship and state oppression to close down all debate. 

Free countries? Only if you`re an anti-white supporting white genocide. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

Archeologist - Whites Were in America First said:  

@John said “Um”, it could be “Grunt”. Pre-literate society is one of fear, guilt, shame. John 

advanced that grunt “Um” with “We don’t believe the same things as you. And you’re 

making us look bad. ” 

Some believe in Truth, Facts, Freedom. Others believe in Oppression, Lies. 

We believe in truth, facts, education, enlightenment. John, you can wallow in your Shame, 

Guilt, Original Sin, whatever, as you say it is your “belief”. Academia is about knowledge 

advancing beyond fear, guilt, shame, heresy. 

BBC article 2011 

24 March 2011 Last updated at 18:58 ET  

Stone tools ‘demand new American story’ 

By Paul Rincon and Jonathan Amos Science reporters, BBC News 

The long-held theory of how humans first populated the Americas may have been well and 

truly broken. 

Archaeologists have unearthed thousands of stone tools that predate the technology 

widely assumed to have been carried by the first settlers. 

The discoveries in Texas are seen as compelling evidence that the so-called Clovis culture 

does not represent America’s original immigrants. 

Details of the 15,500-year-old finds are reported in Science magazine. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-12851772 

It appears White race people were here first in America. That dissolves White Guilt, White 

Sin, and the manufactured White Shame. 

Thus White Pride. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdV-wJyE3xE
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-12851772


13 March 2012 at 8:33 pm  

13 March 2012 at 9:23 pm  

13 March 2012 at 9:45 pm  

13 March 2012 at 9:58 pm  

Kevin said:  

This letter proves, once again, you can not stop thinking about us. 

Love,  

Beautiful white people 

P.S. We are pretty amazing 

John D said:  

You guys may have noticed that I was arguing on your side before you showed up…I’m the 

Vice President of the organization that the leftists have been trying so hard to get rid of. So 

before you start accusing me you might want to take a look at who your enemy is. 

Look most of what has been said here is fine. But the Third Reich was not good. Genocide 

is not good, no matter who it’s against. I’ve seen you call black people “monkey” and other 

pretty disgusting comments. I’ve no use for those of you who say that. Noone here does.  

Gundisalvus: You’re not helping her by convincing the other side that they really are right 

about us. I’m not the racist that they claim I am. If you are, you’ll have some trouble making 

your voice heard, and even if you do I don’t want to live in the nation that you create.  

Archeologist: Did you read anything I wrote except my last comment? Try not jumping in 

without understanding the conversation next time…You are an enlightened, “literate” 

member of society after all… 

Incidentally, the fact that Europeans may have reached the Americas first doesn’t actually 

change much…They still somehow assimilated into/became the Native American tribes 

that inhabited the Americas by the time Europeans arrived later. So nice job being 

insignificant. 

Funny, seems all us “racist right-wingers” don’t think the same way… 

Archeologist said:  

John: “Incidentally, the fact that Europeans may have reached the Americas first doesn’t 

actually change much…They still somehow assimilated into/became the Native American 

tribes” 

The way the Whites in the GULAG extermination camps “assimilated” with the local 

population? That genocide didn’t exist? 

You’re denying genocide. 

Benjamin M. said:  

John D. is correct. A simple google search revealed who these people are 

http://www.stormfront.org/forum/t872284-2/ 

These people are not Towson students or members of YWC. 

http://www.stormfront.org/forum/t872284-2/


13 March 2012 at 9:59 pm  

13 March 2012 at 10:01 pm  

13 March 2012 at 10:07 pm  

13 March 2012 at 10:12 pm  

13 March 2012 at 10:17 pm  

The Towerlight should clarify this in their next issue. 

Archeologist said:  

John you explain the disappearance of the first settlers of America, the Solutrean culture 

from Europe, as “assimilation”. But genetics prove you wrong. The mtDNA from Europe, 

the X mtDNA carried by females survived, while the male Y-DNA was terminated. This is 

not equal assimilation, it points to extermination of the male population and rape of the 

females. 

John D said:  

You’re talking about at theory that is probably many many years from being proven. And I’m 

“denying a genocide” for which you have no actual evidence other than “There’s something 

missing here which MIGHT HAVE MAYBE been here before.”  

Meanwhile, there is actual evidence for actual genocide against white people happening 

NOW as opposed to thousands of years ago…Maybe talk about that one??? 

Again, nice job being completely irrelevant. 

Benjamin: Thanks. I don’t need these people claiming to represent my views. 

Archeologist said:  

It is debatable who settled America first. That much is well established. 

But the argument that the Brown invaders use to tell us to “go back to Europe, or live in 

Shame, Guilt and Sin” is false, it has no basis as science has shown the earliest 

archeological evidence of human habitation in America is of the Solutrean culture with has 

its roots in Europe. 

Now Whites deserve tax-free casinos and reparations from the Indians. 

John D said:  

And still you’ve missed the point, that being: Your argument means literally nothing. We 

already KNEW that white guilt was stupid. We don’t need shaky scientific theories to tell us 

that. Again I’ll say this: There is ACTUAL stuff happening in the REAL world that means a 

lot more than an archeological theory. Maybe you should talk about that instead… 

Hence, YWC Towson’s campaign about the South African genocide…You know, that thing 

that actually matters to someone. 

Gundisalvus said:  

I’m not having any trouble having my voice heard, John. It travels much further than yours — 

and what’s more, touches the right ears. 



13 March 2012 at 10:27 pm  

13 March 2012 at 10:34 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:09 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:17 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:19 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:21 pm  

John D said:  

Really? Because my voice was heard by around fourty news publications nationwide…And 

counting. My message was broadcast on television for thousands to see. My message has 

been greeted with respect from dozens who have written to my organization expressing 

support. My message has been broadcast on radio waves. My message is being actively 

discussed in halls of learning and across dinner tables. 

You’re just racist scum. Go whine about it on Stormfront. 

Gundisalvus said:  

And then what happened? You opened another chapter of your organization? You wrote 

something else in chalk? 

When you roll into Serbia without speaking a lick of the language at 25 years old and go 

NATO hunting, talk to me then. 

You’re a pissant, kid. People are dying — for real — and you’re psyched because you’re on 

the news. 

Count Yob said:  

I am that nightmare of the PC crowd — a proud unrepentent White Male Heterosexual 

Gentile. 

Mike Williams said:  

hahahah, alittle full of yourself, aren’t you john. 

don’t kid yourself, you’re really not that important. 

John D said:  

Not on the news and don’t want to be. But my message is. And of course if your solution to 

people dying is that more people die, you would brag about your involvement. You claim 

that everyone but you is some kind of savage. Why not trying to buck the trend rather than 

join it? 

Count Yob said:  

My essence offends all the pillars of Political Correctness: 

Whiteness is Racism 

Maleness is Sexism 



13 March 2012 at 11:23 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:25 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:26 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:27 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:30 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:33 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:48 pm  

Heterosexuality is Homophobia 

Gentility is anti-Semitism. 

John D said:  

Mike: Absolutely right, I’m really not important. I don’t really want to be. I just want a life, not 

a revolution. My point was simply that people heard. You didn’t see my face on the news or 

even hear my name, and thank God for it. But I helped start the conversation. You guys 

helped end it. 

Truth Teller said:  

The marxist PC crowd is very afraid the internet is bypassing the censors. 

Zach said:  

Oh please, cry me a river. Why would any White person in their right mind want to attend 

your blame whitey session? I’m not guilty whatsoever and don’t owe you anything, get over 

it. 

Mike Williams said:  

John, I’m not one of them I actually go to Towson, and I have never heard of you. 

Count Yob said:  

The marxist PC crowd still uses heavy moderation on the boards they control and they can 

still arrange to require students in schools and employees in corporations to go through 

demeaning “diversity sensitivity” training. Have you heard about the anti-white Un-Fair 

Campaign they’ve been foisting on the people of Duluth? 

Dimeler said:  

Stop suppressing the sceintific works of Arthur Jensen, Phillipe Rushton, James Watson 

etc. 

Q: Why are you afraid to teach their works about racial differences in general intelligence in 

college? 

A: You can’t convince Whites to mix their race out of existance if you teach truth. 

Obviously you are scared of the truth and must suppress it. 



13 March 2012 at 11:56 pm  

13 March 2012 at 11:58 pm  

14 March 2012 at 1:29 am  

Aristotle said:  

It appears John D. wrote “We don’t need shaky scientific theories to tell us that.” 

The Solutrean hypothesis is supported by the Smithsonian Institution, University of Exeter, 

Texas A&M University, and the American Journal of Human Genetics, are well established 

and solid. Texas A&M University is a solid institution. 

Whites were in North America first, oldest mtDNA in North America is the European X 

mtDNA: 

Am J Hum Genet. 1998 Dec;63(6):1852-61. 

Solid scientific, peer reviewed, facts show White people were in America first. The massive 

guilt trip on Whites is about to end. 

We need a White History month. We need White Student Union groups. 

Gundisalvus said:  

Buck the trend instead of joining it? 

Kid.. we have control of the Hungarian government. We are influencing domestic policy in 

every single White nation. This is what “bucking the trend” looks like. 

You’re going to have to pull on the boots. There’s no escaping it. 

John D said:  

Gundisalvus: Well, I hope you’re wrong about that. I don’t think anyone wants the fight that 

you say is inevitable. 

Mike: Well nevermind that part of my comment then. But I’m glad you’ve never heard of me, 

that was my intention in the first place. That’s why I’m not the one who gets in the news…I 

try not to be. Like I said, that’s really not my goal. 

Aristotle: I know it is a credible theory, let me correct what I meant. Regardless of who was 

here first, we know that white guilt makes no sense. It isn’t the accepted theory yet, and it 

isn’t really relevant to this conversation. 

Dingo said:  

Benjamin, firstly thanx for advertising Stormfront for us. 

John if white guilt makes no sense then why do you cultural marxists who support white 

genocide push it? 

Colonialism,slavery,holocaust,indian massacres, stolen generations, sorry days etc etc ? 

For example when you talk about holocausts why do you not teach about the khazar jewish

(communist/bolshevic) role in the murders of over 60 million white christians?or the 4 

million ukranian children killed by jewish bolshevics/communists? 

When you teach about slavery why dont you mention that 

1)Blacks also owned white slaves. 

2)Blacks owned so many white slaves that it was outlawed once in the 1600,s and again in 



14 March 2012 at 2:12 am  

14 March 2012 at 2:35 am  

14 March 2012 at 2:48 am  

the 1800,s. 

3)That jewish khazars owned 11 out of the 12 major slave boats. 

4)There were more white slaves than black slaves and they were paid less and treated 

more harsh. 

5)That 35% of blacks owned slaves,75% of jewish khazars owned slaves and only 2.5% of 

whites ever owned slaves in America. 

6)between the jews and blacks they actually owned the majority of slaves not the evil white 

man. 

7)blacks still practise slavery today, so do asians, only the evil white man abolished it. 

8)The father of slavery was a black man, not a white man. 

Im Australian and i say STOP WHITE GUILT AND STOP ANTI RACISTS who are anti white 

and pro white genocide. 

Do you know that the cultural marxists backed by our gov actually teach our white children 

about massacres of aboriginals by white people that didnt even happen….see for yourself 

the lies these cultural marxist liars teach our children. 

google kieth windshuttles fabrication of aboriginal history at his sydney line website, watch 

him utterly destroy these cultural marxist professors lies and white guilt trips about white 

Australias history. 

It must pain you cultural marxist anti white bigots that more and more white people are 

waking up to your lies and white guilt trip agendas. 

Whites world wide are saying enough of your LIES and PRO WHITE GENOCIDE AGENDA. 

Matt H said:  

Stop White Genocide, Stop White Guilt, and Never Take a Step Back in the face of the 

enemy. We can all argue about conspiracy later, lets all focus on the wolves at our 

doorstep. Infighting and name calling amongst our people only weakens us in the face of 

an enemy dedicated to our total cultural and societal genocide. 

Aristotle said:  

Whites First in America:Solutrean hypothesis proven true. 

John D: “I know it is a credible theory, let me correct what I meant. It isn’t the accepted 

theory yet,..” 

Well it is an accepted theory by professors at Emory, Texas A&M, Exeter, Smithsonian 

Institution. It doesn’t help the White Rights cause to keep trying to expend effort to adhere to 

the neo-marxist guilt trip theory that “Whites pushed out the Indians”, when it clearly was 

the other way around. 

Don’t be on the wrong side of history. Accept the very credible Solutrean theory and move 

on to White Civil Rights. 

Aristotle said:  

Okay Becca, you’re next up. 

Becca wanted to share: “Becca said: 



14 March 2012 at 2:57 am  

14 March 2012 at 4:49 am  

14 March 2012 at 8:44 am  

14 March 2012 at 11:35 am  

…are not interested in the communal effort towards egalitarianism in the future, and that is 

ok. Not everyone is on board this movement….” 

Yes, not “everyone” in on board “this movement”. Becca, your movement is Marxist. Racial 

Equality was first written into the Soviet Constitution of 1918, not in any Western Civilization 

Constitution.  

Did you realize, Becca, that your “Racial Equality” agenda killed 50 million more people 

than Nazism did? Is that what Becca stands for? 

Does Becca stand for genocide? Is that you Becca? Sleep well. 

Aristotle said:  

Mike wanted to talk about his Hatred. 

Mike, although shy, wanted to share his hatred with us: “I am NOT anti-white. I’m anti-racist 

and pro-equality. I don’t hate white supremacists because they’re white. I hate them 

because..” 

Mike: “..I hate them because..” 

Feel the hate Mike. We got the Love. 

Ask yourself if the man who invented the slur “racists” Leon Trotsky, hated Whites as well. 

Was it because Trotsky was a Jew and his Talmud told him to? 

So explain, Mike, to us where your hatred comes from. 

KyleSwan said:  

Remember folks,it`s only white people in white countries who are being told by these anti-

whites that it`s a “privilege” to control our own destiny and continue our existence free from 

the threat of genocidal demographic policies. 

No one`s telling ALL the Africans and ONLY Africns they need to be eliminated by mass 

non-African immigration and “assimiltion”. 

No one`s telling ALL the Asians and ONLY Asians they need to be eliminated by mass 

non-Asian immigration and “assimiltion”. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-White 

John D said:  

Dingo, you need to realise that I’m actually on your side when it comes to this. I understand 

that people promote white guilt. But the more reasonable among us already know it is 

wrong. That’s what I was saying. 

Aristotle, again I’m not saying the theory isn’t true, I just don’t think it necessary to this 

conversation. Frame the argument with your opponents’ assumptions and you won’t get 

very far. 



14 March 2012 at 11:43 am  

14 March 2012 at 11:48 am  

14 March 2012 at 11:54 am  

Historian said:  

Try titling the group “White”-something, then you’ll be in the ballpark. 

But as it is YWC accepts all races and is anti-Islam. It is just the Zionist stance with a Newt 

Gingrich sprinkling.  

John D. What is the reason you think YWC isn’t called WWC (Whites for Western 

Civilization)? 

Historian said:  

John D said: 

“You guys may have noticed that I was arguing on your side before you showed up…I’m the 

Vice President of the organization that the leftists have been trying so hard to get rid of. So 

before you start accusing me you might want to take a look at who your enemy is.” 

Jewish Extremism: 65 million killed in the Marxist Jewish USSR. 

Christian Extremism: 8 million killed in the 30 Years War. 

Islamic Extremism: 2 million killed in the Ottoman and Moor invasions of Europe. 

So who is the enemy again? 

John D. you worship the Jewish carpenter-rabbi Jesus Christ and are against Islam. Is that 

not Newt Gringrich, CNN, and the NeoConservatives? 

Historian said:  

Lenin was a Jewish dictator. Dictators are right-wing. 

Why does the YWC accept “all races and colors”? 

The Jew race Marxists of the USSR destroyed Moscow’s largest Christian church and 

genocided 65 million Russians, mostly White Christians. 

Jew extremists Bolshevik USSR: Killed 65 million Whites. 

Islam extremist Ottomans, Moors: Killed 2 million Whites. 

Yet you don’t see Jews and Jew law as the main enemy of Western Civilization. 

I know you won’t form a Western Civ group that “accepts all races” and is pointedly against 

Jewish law. 

John D said:  

Yes I’m a Christian. Have fun trying to convince me to be anything else. 

Gingrich is not a Christian.  

No, I do not see the chosen people of God as my number one threat. 

Yes I accept all races. Get over it. 

Your statistics don’t mean much. 



14 March 2012 at 1:05 pm  

14 March 2012 at 1:24 pm  

14 March 2012 at 3:50 pm  

14 March 2012 at 3:51 pm  

14 March 2012 at 3:52 pm  

14 March 2012 at 3:54 pm  

Lawyer said:  

John D. is a lead member of YWC: 

“No, I do not see the chosen people of God as my number one threat. 

Yes I accept all races. Get over it.” 

Get over this John D., of course Jews the “chosen ones” as you call them, are not your 

threat, as your group YWC only dislikes Muslims, not Jews.  

I honestly don’t see the controversy, YWC accepts all races. I guess a little publicity for the 

controlled opposition is what they wanted, only they got bothered by all the facts and stats 

avalanche. 

John D said:  

You know, I’m strangely comfortable with you saying I’m on the wrong side. Who exactly are 

you directing your comments to though? 

John D said:  

Incidentally my issue is not with muslims but with radical Islamofascism. 

Adolf Hitler said:  

send the NIGGERS to HELL!! kkk 

Gundisalvus said:  

John D. 

Close your group. Cease all operations. 

You are a controlled front group and you’ve clearly exposed yourself as a pro-Zionist piece 

of filth. 

Gundisalvus said:  

John D. is the kind of Jew-friendly White man who wants to “have a dialogue” about the 

“problems with face in a multi-cultural” society. 

What he doesn’t understand is he’s put himself in a very dangerous position trying to talk 

about the “liberal” Jew set up that is the South African slow-motion genocide of Whites. You 

are not going to be allowed to front this movement. 

Close up shop. You won’t be told again. 



14 March 2012 at 4:00 pm  

14 March 2012 at 4:18 pm  

14 March 2012 at 4:20 pm  

14 March 2012 at 4:36 pm  

14 March 2012 at 4:49 pm  

14 March 2012 at 4:58 pm  

Mark said:  

Wake up white man.  

You are being dispossessed in the country your forefathers gave to you. 

Yawning said:  

This really should not be an issue. Let’s just give up already. It is not working. End 

multiculturalism. Multiculturalism is dead. 

It is time for – as Harold Cruse masterfully explains – economic, political and cultural 

nationalism. 

Let the people go. 

John D said:  

I won’t be told again? Thank God!! 

Yawning: Agreed. Even the Europeans who at first were such proponents of 

multiculturalism are starting to get it. 

Gundisalvus said:  

The Europeans never advocated multi-culturalism. 

The Jews advocated multi-culturalism. You couldn’t stop your passive aggressive euro-

skeptic tendencies at this point if you tried. 

You really are an all-American Judeo-Capitalist. 

s.g. said:  

as a white person i do not care about non whites. why should i? they are not “my people”. i 

do not care if they live or die. fuck ‘em. 

John D said:  

Let me rephrase: Than the PARTICULAR European leaders that advocated 

multiculturalism. I agree that most of the people were probably very much against a lot of it. 

But European governments (and you can blame whoever you want for this) still enforced 

the immigration policies and others which led to the current situation. What I meant was 

even those leaders (such as Sarkozy) are giving up those policies. 

Not criticizing European civilization as much as I am what has become of it.  



14 March 2012 at 5:25 pm  

14 March 2012 at 5:29 pm  

14 March 2012 at 5:53 pm  

I prefer Judeo-Christian. 

s.g. As a Christian I cannot support that statement. As a human being I don’t want to. 

STFU said:  

JohnD – Something you need to understand. No matter how friendly a face or soft an 

approach you try to take you will always be labeled a Nazi, White supremacist, racist, bigot, 

hater, KKK member etc etc etc. I am sure you know all their little buzz words they use to 

shut people up. The fact you identify as a White person and that White people have an 

identity/culture/heritage worth preserving you will always be those buzz words to your 

opponents. Your opponents are religious extremists. Their religion being cultural 

marxism/political correctness. So anything you say that opposes their fanaticism you will 

get a reaction along the lines of the muslims and the burning of their koran. Which I am 

sure you are aware of by now.  

A few things you should also know. One that really makes me cringe is the fact that you 

refer to jews as gods chosen people. Jews HATE Christians. They only use you all to 

siphon billions of dollars out of you while laughing behind your backs at how stupid the 

goyim are. Or have you take your little trips to israel and work for free for them.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlT3ARuUSGc 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IX9Tk2TMA6Q 

I could literally show you hundreds of videos where they spew their hate for Christians 

while you blindly worship them in your corrupted judeo-Christianity.  

Btw it is these same jews who promote all this multiculturalism in the West. Why? 

Because they hate White Europeans and Christians! And have been working tirelessly for 

the last 100 years to destroy Western Civilization (White European civilization). 

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=fc0_1323221982 

Gundisalvus said:  

The fact that you use the phrase “Judeo-Christian” tells us all we need to know about your 

group. 

This is too easy. It’s like shooting gefilte fish in a barrel. 

James76 said:  

Are we living in a scary episode of the TwilightZone or what? 

White people who love their race and want to see it survive into the future are called 

“haters” “racists” “naziswhowanttokillsixmillionjews” by the anti-white Establishment and 

it`s supporters. 

Meanwhile,the anti-white Establishment and it`s supporters are doing their best to 

eliminate white people(GENOCIDE) via non-white immigration and “assimilation” yet they 

call themselves “Anti-racist” “tolerant” “moral”. 

Anti-racist is a code word for anti-white. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlT3ARuUSGc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IX9Tk2TMA6Q
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=fc0_1323221982
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John D said:  

Gundisalvus: And I still don’t really care what you think of my group… 

Tom said:  

White privilege! I must have missed out on that having grown up poor as a child. I’m a self 

made man that went to school and worked hard. This white privilege term sounds like a 

new and crafty way to openly demean white people! The only privilege that exists in the 

world is inherited wealth and it doesn’t matter what race you are. 

Gundisalvus said:  

Nobody cares about your group, John. It’s a fake, controlled opposition front group. 

You will put yourself on the news. You’ll wave a bunch of Celtic crosses around. The Jew 

media will immediately follow with a heart-tugging interview with some Black, talking about 

how “scary” the whole thing was. 

Rinse, repeat. 

hi said:  

JohnD – Something you need to understand. No matter how friendly a face or soft an 

approach you try to take you will always be labeled a Nazi, White supremacist, racist, bigot, 

hater, KKK member etc etc etc. I am sure you know all their little buzz words they use to 

shut people up. The fact you identify as a White person and that White people have an 

identity/culture/heritage worth preserving you will always be those buzz words to your 

opponents. Your opponents are religious extremists. Their religion being cultural 

marxism/political correctness. So anything you say that opposes their fanaticism you will 

get a reaction along the lines of the muslims and the burning of their koran. Which I am 

sure you are aware of by now. 

A few things you should also know. One that really makes me cringe is the fact that you 

refer to jews as gods chosen people. Jews HATE Christians. They only use you all to 

siphon billions of dollars out of you while laughing behind your backs at how stupid the 

goyim are. Or have you take your little trips to israel and work for free for them. 

youtube.com/watch?v=OlT3ARuUSGc 

youtube.com/watch?v=IX9Tk2TMA6Q 

I could literally show you hundreds of videos where they spew their hate for Christians 

while you blindly worship them in your corrupted judeo-Christianity. 

Btw it is these same jews who promote all this multiculturalism in the West. Why? 

Because they hate White Europeans and Christians! And have been working tirelessly for 

the last 100 years to destroy Western Civilization (White European civilization). 

liveleak.com/view?i=fc0_1323221982 
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John D said:  

Gundisalvus: Not overly concerned. It’s a college group. We’ve done pretty well all things 

considered. We don’t actually use the celtic cross in that context though. 

hi: Yeah I know. You’re not wrong on any particular point, except that I don’t worship the 

jews and I also don’t blame them for everything. Still, my savior has asked that I support 

the Jewish people. Therefore I’m happy to do it. And He knows exactly how rebellious they 

are, but the fact is that sin is sin. I am no better in the eyes of God than a black, a jew, 

anyone. What distinguishes us is not our color or the gravity of our sin, but rather the 

sacrifice of Christ and our faith in him. 

hi said:  

Well JohnD they are being blamed for things they are responsible for. Do I blame for 

stubbing my toe? NO. But I do blame them for promoting and being the leaders of nearly 

every leftist/cultural marxist/multiculturalism organization that is pushed in the west. It all 

started with the “frankfurt school” which I encourage you to research. They were thrown out 

of Germany in 1933 for promoting the same depraved filth they promote here in the US. 

They just happened to move from Frankfurt to NYC.  

I blame them for our financial woes because they are responsible for them. Take a look at 

the heads of all the investment banks. Goldman Sachs. Merrill Lynch and all the others. 

They run/own the federal reserve. The rothchilds, warbergs, schiffs and others were the 

writers of the federal reserve act in 1913. Now we have the ben shalom bernankes, alan 

greenspans, paul volkers running the fed. Look at all the appointees in in the Obama 

administration or the Bush administration. 70% + are jews. How does this happen when 

they are less then 2% of the US population. They run the IMF, the world bank and all the 

central banks of europe and EU. BTW paul warberg and schiff (two bigtime NYC jew 

bankers) funded leon trotsky (aka lev bronstein) and his jewish bolshevik revolution which 

ended in the murder of 60 million White Russians and Eastern Europeans. Now why on 

Earth would “capitalists” fund a communist takeover of Russia?? Because it was their own 

brethren doing the takeover. 

Look who owns and controls all the media and entertainment industry. Look at the filth the 

depraved filth they push and promote. They absolutely dominate the media in this country 

and most of the western world. They use this to indoctrinate kids from the time they are 

little with their multicultural diversity b/s. Constant propaganda bombarding you day in and 

day out on tv, movies, music, news and then in school. With the PC history they teach these 

days. Its a joke. 

liveleak.com/view?i=cf7_1256305898 

They are responsible for any of our problems present and past. 

John D said:  

Look, maybe you’re right and maybe not. But I hesitate to blame any jewish person or 

people for what your “jewish conspiracy” is supposedly doing or has previously done. 

hi said:  



You are right. Its all a made up conspiracy because these people really don’t exist! 

Obama Appointees – Larry Summers, Rahm Emananuel, David Axelrod, Cass Sunstein, 

Mona Sutphen, Phil Schiliro, Mary Schapiro, Dan Schapiro, Robert Rubin, Denis Ross, 

Robert Reich, Penny Pritzker, Peter Orzaq, Ellen Moran, Jacob Lew, James Steinberg, Eric 

Lander, Harold Varmus, Sally Katzen, Ron Klein, Elena Kagan, Garry Gensler, Jared 

Bernsetin, Tim Geithner, Ken Feinberg, Daniel Fried, Steve Rattner, Alan Bersin, Todd 

Stern, Carol Browner. Surely I missed dozens of others. 

Bush Appointees – liveleak.com/view?i=5a7_1247282562&comments=1#comments 

Somehow less than 2% of the population makes up nearly 50% of the Supreme court 

justices. Elena Kagan, Steven Breyer, Sonia Sotomayer, Ruth Ginsburg. 

Somehow less than 2% of the population holds nearly all Federal Reserve seats on Board. 

Ben Shalom Bernanke, Donald Kohn, Randall Krozner, Frederic Mischkin, Alan 

Greenspan. Somehow all 9 banking houses who own/control the Fed happen to be jewish 

dominated. 

$1. Rothschild Banks of London and Berlin 

$2. Lazard Brothers Banks of Paris 

$3. Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy 

$4. Warburg Bank of Hamburg and Amsterdam 

$5. Lehman Brothers of NY 

$6. Kuhn, Loeb Bank of NY (Now Shearson American Express) 

$7. Goldman, Sachs of NY – Llyod Blankfein 

$8. National Bank of Commerce NY/Morgan Guaranty Trust (J. P. Morgan Bank – Equitable 

Life – Levi P. Morton are principal shareholders) 

$9. Hanover Trust of NY (William and David Rockefeller & Chase National Bank NY are 

principal shareholders) 

Somehow less than 2% of the population owns and controls all six major 

news/entertainment companies. Companies that control 95% of the media in the US. All 

newspapers, radio stations, tv channels etc etc. 

Gerald Levin, CEO and Director of AOL Time Warner 

Michael Eisner, Chairman and CEO of the Walt Disney Company 

Edgar Bronfman, Sr., Chairman of Seagram Company Ltd 

Edgar Bronfman, Jr, President and CEO of Seagram Company Ltd and head of Universal 

Studios 

Sumner Redstone, Chairman and CEO of Viacom, Inc 

Dennis Dammerman, Vice Chairman of General Electric 

Peter Chernin, President and Co-COO of News Corporation Limited  

Havent even mentioned the Senate, the House of Reps or any of the many hollywood 

studios, record labels and a whole host of other organizations. Really I could go on and on 

an on.  

But yes we know. It is just a “conspiracy”. These people really dont exist! So continue 

serving your masters and living a lie while they rape your country and turn it into a third 

world cesspit. Is it really youth for western civilization (white european christian)? Or youth 
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for serving your judeo semitic masters?? Because I am to afraid to open my eyes to whats 

right in front of them? 

dingo said:  

by the way john and others jesus was not khazar jew.he called them imposters and the 

sons of satan and he was 100% correct. 

hi said:  

Diversity is America’s greatest strength, according to the left and its socialist, Marxist, 

commie cohorts and co-conspirators running rampant across the country. If you listen 

carefully to these 

America-hating, social-engineering liberals, virtually all behavior, conduct, morals and 

beliefs make America stronger. This, of course, is toxic, brain-dead logic that leaves 

ordinary Americans 

shaking and scratching their heads in confusion and disgust. We recognize bull dung 

when we hear, see and smell it, and we have no desire whatsoever to embrace it. The 

left’s definition of 

diversity does not make America stronger. It is weakening and destroying America. Let’s 

be bold and honest: The left’s version of diversity is repugnant. Hey, I’m your biggest 

supporter if you want to swan-dive naked into a pool of goat urine. What I will never support 

is trying to make it mandatory for everyone to do it. Those Americans who stand up to the 

left’s diversity mantra are pilloried and labeled as pernicious, vile, intolerant, racist, 

backward Bubbas.The left is forcing its version of diversity throughout our society and 

culture. According to the left and its acolytes, we are supposed to respect people who 

refuse to respect Old Glory or learn English, look for a job or put forth the effort to do an 

honest day’s work. We are supposed to respect all cultures, values, laws and religions – 

even when they have proved throughout history to be dangerous and diametrically opposed 

to our American way of life, customs, laws and traditions.It will be a cold day in hell before I 

embrace voodoolike religions and unclean stone-age cultures that retard progress instead 

of advancing it. The real issue is that by forcing diversity and multicultural nonsense in 

our workplaces, schools and government agencies on people who still cherish common 

sense and traditional American values, we’re ripping the nation apart.Meanwhile, Attorney 

General Eric H. Holder Jr. reverts to covering up his ineptitude by trying to disguise it with 

the race card, the ultimate act of racism. Mr. Holder doesn’t have the dignity or respect for 

his position to resign. He’s a national embarrassment. 

I respect diverse people who respect and cherish basic American customs, traditions, 

goodwill and values. I have no respect for left-wingers who employ intimidation to make 

multiculturalism or diversity mandatory as the law of the land.The diversity punks believe in 

racial set-asides and preferences. You won’t ever solve discrimination by engaging in 

reverse discrimination. Maybe a racist like Jesse Jackson or Mr. Holder believes in reverse 

discrimination, but ordinary Americans do not. We are much too focused and intelligent to 

buy into such Jabberwocky. Real diversity, real change, real progress is accomplished by 

promoting and embracing Western culture, values and traditions, which is what made 

America great and created the greatest quality of life ever. Weakening this proven 

methodology under the artful guise of diversity, multiculturalism and political correctness is 

every bit as insidious a threat to America as are voodoo-inspired terrorist punks.Diversity is 

an intentional left-wing disaster and destructive platform. The result of the left’s efforts to 

force this cultural rot on America is that there is more cultural rot, more social and racial 

division and less economic activity.The politically correct punks who are trying to force their 

brain-dead ideology on America are intolerant and destructive. When you hear someone 

promoting diversity, consider that person an anti-American stooge. Such punks have a 

sinister agenda that 
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is anti-American, anti-free-market and anti-freedom.The left’s version of diversity is social, 

cultural, economic and ethnic rot. Believe it. 

Teresa Crenshaw said:  

I find it interesting that nobody really commented on Melissa Mooney’s (of the YWC’s) 

editorial but Phylicia Sampson gets harassed, slandered, and assaulted with hate speech. 

Her point was proven. Those who are on the fence, who don’t “see color” (i.e. color blind 

racism) look at these comments and tell POC there is no racism on Towson’s campus. 

The hate in these comments doesn’t make sense and I’m so disappointed that people 

can’t address the topic without being insulting. Generalizations are always dangerous but I 

think the main point of this piece was to shed light on the fact that ALL students should be 

participating in these conversations not just POC because we are all invested in this 

campus. This isn’t a YWC issue, this is a Towson issue. 

Sidenote: If you are going to spew hate, at least say your name so people know who you 

are. That way I don’t affiliate myself with you. 

Teri said:  

First of all, I’d like to say that this is not “blame YWC day”. Let’s not throw all of Towson’s 

racial problems onto one student organization. However I hope YWC doesn’t expect 

anyone to throw them a pity party. That certainly won’t be happening. For YWC to come to 

this campus and basically slander every non-white, liberal, community on campus in its 

end of the year report is absolute nonsense! I don’t know what you all read, but Matt 

Heimbach is selling pretty little lies. That is all he good at. With his “anti-rampant 

multiculturalism” bs. He can twist words to make it seem like he is being attacked for no 

reason. Lies.  

As far as Towson’s racial issues and diversity segregation, it’s an absolute shame that we 

have to walk on eggshells and pretend like it’s not bothering anyone. I for one won’t 

continue to do it. As a black woman, seeing ‘white pride’ evokes a negative connotation 

that burdens me to my core. It is perfectly fine for anyone to be proud of being as white as 

snow. I honestly don’t care! but when I see the things YWC is doing and what they stand 

for, it angers me. To say you are for equality but then to turn around and make a hate video 

bashing BSU’s vice president is the epitome of hypocrisy. He says one thing, but clearly 

means another! If you are too blind to see that, then I suggest you get glasses!! That is all. 

James76 said:  

Anti-white cultists: 

My fellow white citizens demand an open public discussion about your agenda of forcing 

massive non-white immigration and “assimilation” on ALL white countries and ONLY on 

white countries. 

It is GENOCIDE! 

Anti-racist is a codeword for anti-white. 
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Forum said:  

John D. “Still, my savior has asked that I support the Jewish people.” 

It is interesting that your “Saviour” the Jewish carpenter-rabbi Jesus Christ asks you to 

support the Jewish people, who were Karl Marx, Vladimir Lenin who wrote the Jewish 

ideology of Marxism and instituted the GULAG extermination camp system. 

You know this, as people here have educated you about Lenin being Jewish and Lenin 

setting up the GULAG concentration camp system for Whites in the USSR. Which 

genocided 62 million White people. 

Yet you still support that genocide. 

Wouldn’t it be more humane for you if you supported not a supremacist ideology such as 

Judaism with its “Chosen” and superior people (Jews), and instead support simple 

Humane individuals? 

This is a question for John D. the rep for YWC. 

Why the support of genocide John D.? How is your conscience? 

John D said:  

Teri, we didn’t make that video. Some youtube guy did. 

Forum, shut up. 

Forum said:  

John D said: 

“Forum, shut up.” 

In politics, the public eye, John D. you need to watch what you say. It is not a lot of fun. The 

main lesson from this is when approached with Jews on the Jew subject, you should not 

respond supporting the Jews. Let the Jews think what they want. 

The Jew Marx and the Jew Lenin genocided 65 million White people in the Marxist USSR. 

The Jew has killed more Whites than the Muslims have. These are the facts of history, and 

no, they will not go away. 

Deal with it John D. 

Lawyer said:  

White Group asks if they have the legal right to use anger to intimidate a Black Group on 

campus, or vice versa, hypothetically. No they don’t. According to Federal Law, anger is 

intimidation which cannot be used to attempt to silence or deny any other group their 

Federal Civil Rights on campus. 

It is a Federal Civil Rights violation to attempt to silence YWC through anger and organized 

meetings in which anger is present, as anger qualifies as intimidation.  

For example the White groups cannot say “The Blacks PROVOKED us to be angry and for 
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us to try to shout them down, intimidate them, and deny them their Federal Civil Rights”. 

Any group trying to deny another group their Federal Civil Rights on a US college campus 

through acts of intimidation such as anger, is breaking the law. It doesn’t matter if any party 

claims they were “provoked”. 

Provocation is not an excuse to deny a group their Federal Civil Rights. 

Anger towards a group is INTIMIDATION. Being angry, trying to intimidate into silence 

another group is to deny their civil rights and is a Federal crime. I don’t care if it is the 

GayLesbianJewBlack caucus on campus, if they band together in organized meetings in 

an attempt to show anger, which by definition is an act of intimidation in law, to force 

another ethnic group into silence, on a college campus, is the very definition of a Federal 

Civil Rights violation. 

PROVOCATION IS NOT AN EXCUSE TO COMMIT A CRIME 

One cannot say that they were provoked to use anger intimidation to silence another group 

on campus any more than a rapist can claim the girl dressed sexy and thus “provoked” or 

“incited” him to commit the crime of rape. 

You don’t have the right to get angry, to be “provoked”, into trying to intimidated, through 

anger, or otherwise, any other group on a college campus. 

There is no part of the Federal statute which says that civil rights can be abridged because 

a group of people use methods of anger and intimidation. To the contrary, anger is 

interpreted as intimidation by the law. 

YWC has a Federal right to exist. Anger against it is intimidation which is illegal on college 

campuses in the US. You can dislike something, but if you show anger, or try to organize 

anger against it you are committing intimidation which is a Federal crime on campus. 

If you don’t like the YWC, don’t express it with anger. Use intellectual principles. DO NOT 

ORGANIZE against it as any member who is angry can cause the organization to be 

charged with use of intimidation to deny Federal Civil Rights. 

The Jew Defense League cannot say a White Group “provoked them” to anger 

(intimidation) such that they bullied them and drove them off campus.  

Provocation is not an excuse for committing a crime. 

Anger is intimidation, and if directed at this YWC group on campus, is a Federal crime. 

Ned said:  

I’ll compare feminism to anti-racism. 

Early on, feminism was a good thing. It was about women’s suffrage and women’s 

equality. It stood for beliefs that most average people would support. Today feminism is 

something very different. It’s not so much about equality as it is about the promotion of all 

things feminine and the derision and demonization of all things masculine. 

The same is true of anti-racism. The most profound statement from MLK Jr., which framed 

the Civil Rights movement, was “judge not on color of skin, but on content of character”. 

Anti-racists, today, bypass and ignore this statement. They want to judge people on the 

basis of color of skin. They want to encourage racial divisions and racial cliques(hence this 

“people of color” moniker). They want to affirm that whites will forever be the racist villains 

and that non-whites will forever the downtrodden victims. Many so-called “anti-racists” are 

often black and Chicano militants who even criticize inter-racial marriage. I’ve heard it from 

them many times in college. 

See, it’s become increasingly clear to me that in modern 21st century America many 

minorities simply pretend to be oppressed or assumed they are oppressed because they 
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are minorities. Many of them actually have no clue what real oppression and racism is like. 

Apparently, being one of a couple hundred of black students in a predominantely white 

Midwestern college is “oppression”. Uh huh….. 

A society where all peoples are equal regardless of skin color or ethnicity means that 

those who were once victims of oppression will be victims no more, and this is what the 

“anti-racist/white privilege” crowd fears. They realize, for all their whining about so-called 

“white privilege”, that the victim identity affords them powerful privileges. They are just as 

much enemies of human progress as any redneck neo nazi or KKK group are. 
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